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Featured Application: By using image recognition and object detection, we presented the system
named IFADS to detect the fall, especially the falls that occur while sitting down and standing up
from a chair for nursing homes, where public areas are usually equipped with surveillance cameras.

Abstract: Due to advances in medical technology, the elderly population has continued to grow.
Elderly healthcare issues have been widely discussed—especially fall accidents—because a fall can
lead to a fracture and have serious consequences. Therefore, the effective detection of fall accidents is
important for both elderly people and their caregivers. In this work, we designed an Image-based
FAll Detection System (IFADS) for nursing homes, where public areas are usually equipped with
surveillance cameras. Unlike existing fall detection algorithms, we mainly focused on falls that occur
while sitting down and standing up from a chair, because the two activities together account for
a higher proportion of falls than forward walking. IFADS first applies an object detection algorithm
to identify people in a video frame. Then, a posture recognition method is used to keep tracking
the status of the people by checking the relative positions of the chair and the people. An alarm
is triggered when a fall is detected. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of IFADS, we not only
simulated different fall scenarios, but also adopted YouTube and Giphy videos that captured real falls.
Our experimental results showed that IFADS achieved an average accuracy of 95.96%. Therefore,
IFADS can be used by nursing homes to improve the quality of residential care facilities.
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1. Introduction

Because of declining birth rates and advances in medical technology, many countries are already,
or soon will be, aged societies. Thus, providing high-quality elderly care is becoming increasingly
important. According to a report of the World Health Organization, falls are one of the leading causes
of accidental or unintentional deaths worldwide. Each year, an estimated 646,000 individuals die from
falls globally, of which over 80% are in low- and middle-income countries [1]. Therefore, the effective
detection of falls is important for both elderly people and their caregivers.

Many methods have been employed to detect falls in elderly people. We categorize them
into three types: wearable-device-based, environmental-sensor-based, and image-based methods.
For wearable-device-based methods, most of them utilize triaxial accelerometers to detect the sudden
changes of acceleration that are caused by a fall. For example, Lai et al. [2] used sensors distributed
over the body to determine the injury level when a fall occurs. Similarly, Ando et al. [3] used
an accelerometer and a gyroscope in a smartphone to detect a fall. However, wearable devices
are inconvenient for older adults, because they often suffer from forgetfulness. On the other hand,
environmental-sensor-based methods use various kinds of sensors to sense and interpret fall accidents
in the surrounding environment. For example, Feng et al. [4] used a smart floor that was embedded
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with pressure-sensitive fiber sensors to detect a fall. However, pervasively deploying sensors is costly
and impractical.

For the image-based methods, Auvinet et al. [5] first constructed a three-dimensional (3D) shape of
an elderly person using multiple cameras and then analyzed the changes in the shape along the vertical
axis. Similarly, Diraco et al. [6] evaluated the distance between the centroid of a human 3D model and
the ground in order to detect a fall accident. However, it is impractical and challenging to track a person
continuously by multiple cameras, especially in public areas. Recently, Brulin et al. [7] first used
a machine learning method [8] to identify people in a given image and then adopted a fuzzy-logic-based
recognition method to detect fall events. Unfortunately, their method may not be workable when there
are overlaps between an elderly person and surrounding objects in the environment.

In this paper, we propose an Image-based FAll Detection System (IFADS) to detect falls in the
elderly in a timely and accurate manner. IFADS can detect falls that occur while walking forward,
sitting down, and standing up, which well-represents the most common types of falls in a long-term
care environment. Unlike the existing fall detection algorithms, we particularly focus on falls that
occur while sitting down and standing up from a chair, because the two activities together account for
a higher proportion of falls than forward walking [9]. IFADS first applies an object detection algorithm
to identify people in a video frame. Then, a posture recognition method is used to keep tracking
the status of the people by checking the relative positions of the chair and the people. An alarm is
triggered when a fall is detected. In order to investigate the effectiveness of IFADS, we not only
simulated different fall scenarios, but also adopted YouTube and Giphy videos that captured real
falls. We then evaluated the effects of camera angles and multiple objects on the method’s accuracy.
Our experimental results showed that IFADS achieved an average accuracy of 95.96% in detecting fall
accidents. We also compared IFADS with other existing image-based methods, and the results showed
that IFADS is a practical solution to help caregivers, security staff, and responders quickly detect falls.
IFADS can be used by nursing homes to improve the quality of residential care facilities. Furthermore,
IFADS can be easily extended and applied to any place as long as there is a camera, such as smart
homes, parks, and libraries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces relevant fall detection systems
and their limitations. Section 3 describes the needs of, and challenges for, fall detection systems.
Section 4 describes the design and methodology of IFADS. Section 5 presents IFADS’s accuracy
through a series of experiments and real cases, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Several methods have been used to detect falls in the elderly. We classify them into three categories:
wearable-device-based, environmental-sensor-based and image-based methods. Each of them is
described in the following paragraphs.

2.1. Wearable-Device-Based Methods

Rucco et al. [10] provided a review of the approaches that have been proposed for fall assessment,
fall prevention, and fall detection that use wearable devices. According to their survey, most of the
wearable-device-based methods adopted triaxial accelerometers to collect fall signals. Besides this,
the review shows that the most-used segment for the wearable device sensor is the trunk of the
body, since it is tightly coupled to walking. For example, Lai et al. [2] used triaxial accelerometers
distributed over a body to collect acceleration signals. When the acceleration exceeded a pre-defined
threshold, the system determined that it was the result of a fall accident. Their method could also
determine the injury level by comparing the acceleration at impact with normal acceleration. Similarly,
Tong et al. [11], Aberyuwan et al. [12], and Pannurat et al. [13] used machine learning technologies
to analyze signals that were received from triaxial accelerometers that were distributed over a body.
In addition, Liu et al. [14] detected falls by using not only acceleration information but also angular
velocity information. The accuracy of wearable-device-based methods can be improved by obtaining
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signals from different kinds of sensors. For example, Lustrek et al. [15] used location sensors to
locate the user. When the user lay on the ground, the system triggered an alarm. Pierlenoi [16] and
Sabatini et al. [17] used not only triaxial accelerometers but also gyroscope, magnetometer, and barometer
sensors to recognize the posture of users. Ejupi et al. [18] developed a method to identify users at risk of
falls and maintain daily tracking. Similarly, Ando et al. [3] used the accelerometers and gyroscopes in
smartphones to detect falls and track users’ pathology during rehabilitation tasks. However, the elderly
usually forget to wear wearable devices and smartphones. Thus, the existing wearable-device-based
methods are not practical for long-term use.

2.2. Environmental-Sensor-Based Methods

Several research efforts have been made to detect falls by environmental sensors, such as pressure,
acoustic, and radar sensors. Feng et al. [4] used a smart floor that was embedded with pressure-sensitive
fiber sensors to detect fall events by feature-specific pressure images containing motion features
for human activity analysis. The system could be set up indoors, even in the bathroom. Similarly,
Dather et al. [19] used force sensors and accelerometers that were concealed under intelligent tiles to
locate, track, and recognize user activities, such as walking, standing, sitting, lying down, and falling.
However, the proposed method was costly and could only be used indoors.

Li et al. [20] proposed a method, named acoustic-FADE, that detected falls by acoustic sensors.
The system consists of a circular microphone array that can capture sounds indoors. When a sound
is detected, the system locates the source, enhances the signal, and classifies the event as a “fall” or
a “non-fall” by machine learning approaches. However, it is unrealistic to set up a circular microphone
array in each and every room. In addition, the classification becomes challenging when there is more
than one person in the room.

Su et al. [21] detected human falls by using a ceiling-mounted Doppler range control radar.
Due to the Doppler effects, the radar senses any motions from falls as well as non-falls. They used
wavelet transform (WT) coefficients at several scales over continuous frames to form a feature vector
for the “fall” versus “non-fall” classification. Similarly, Shiba et al. [22] proposed a system based on
a microwave Doppler sensor. The system calculates the trajectories of the frequency distributions
that correspond to the velocities of the movements while falling and classifies the events by a hidden
Markov model. However, a signal’s analysis can be easily affected by the number of people inside
the room.

Wang et al. [23] designed WiFall, which takes advantage of the physical layer channel state
information (CSI) in WiFi infrastructure. WiFall can also effectively recognize common daily activities,
such as walking, standing up, sitting down, and falling. Wang et al. [24] proposed a similar method,
named RT-Fall, to exploit CSI in WiFi devices to improve WiFall. However, neither WiFall nor RT-Fall
can work if there is more than one person in the room. Kido et al. [25] used thermal imaging sensors to
differentiate between the normal activity and the falling activity in a toilet room where the temperature
should be less than 31 ◦C. However, the applicability of the proposed method may be limited due to
privacy issues.

In summary, the accuracy of environmental-sensor-based methods can be easily affected by objects
in the environment. In addition, pervasively deploying sensors is costly and impractical.

2.3. Image-Based Methods

Most of the image-based methods can be categorized into four types: multi-camera, single-camera,
depth-camera, and wearable-camera methods. For multi-camera methods, Auvinet et al. [5] reconstructed
3D shapes of people using multiple cameras and detected falls by analyzing the volume distribution
along the vertical axis. However, it is hard and impractical to track people using multiple cameras in
public areas.

For single-camera methods, Brulin et al. [7] proposed a posture recognition method based
on fuzzy logic. In order to detect a person among other moving objects, they adopted a machine
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learning technology to recognize a person [8]. Yu et al. [26] likewise proposed a posture recognition
method by analyzing the human silhouette. In order to identify a human body among moving
objects, the object with the greatest number of moving pixels is regarded as a human body. Then,
ellipse fitting and a projection histogram are used as the global and local features, respectively, to
describe different postures. Finally, a directed acyclic graph support vector machine (DAGSVM) is
used to classify the posture. However, if the person lies on the ground, the method may issue a false
alarm. Mirmahboub et al. [27] used two different background separation methods to find a human
silhouette and used the area of the silhouette as a feature to feed into a support vector machine (SVM)
for classification. Agrawal et al. [28] used background subtraction to find objects in the foreground and
categorized a human by contour-based human template matching. They detected a fall by computing
the distance between the top and mid center of the bounding box of a human. Poonsri et al. [29]
adopted a background subtraction and Gaussian mixture model to detect human objects. They then
computed the orientation, aspect ratio, and area ratio to extract features and classify the postures.
However, background subtraction may not be able to correctly detect multiple human objects and
results in an inaccurate classification result. Furthermore, if the person is obscured by other objects,
the above mentioned methods may not work properly.

For depth-camera methods, Ma et al. [30] proposed a method that involves extracting curvature
scale space (CSS) features of human silhouettes from each frame and representing the action by a bag
of CSS (BoCSS) words. They then identify the BoCSS representation of a fall from those of other actions
by utilizing the extreme learning machine (ELM) classifier. Bian et al. [31] proposed another method to
detect the motion of a fall by using the SVM classifier with the input of the 3D trajectory of the head
joint. Diraco et al. [6] evaluated the distance of a 3D human centroid from the floor plane to detect
falls. Angal et al. [32] used the Microsoft Kinect sensor to detect a fall by collecting information on
the velocity, acceleration, and width height ratio of a human object. However, the above-mentioned
methods may not be accurate when the person lies on the ground. In addition, these methods cannot
recognize the difference between falls and sitting on the ground. In summary, all the above-mentioned
methods focus on falls that occur during forward walking. They cannot accurately detect falls that
occur while sitting down and standing up from a chair.

For wearable-camera methods, Ozcan et al. [33] used a reverse approach by taking a completely
different view compared with the existing vision-based systems. The system employed a modified
version of the histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) approach together with gradient local binary
patterns (GLBP), and it detected falls by the change in the dissimilarity distances obtained by HOG and
GLBP. However, the wearable-camera methods are not practical for daily usage, because the elderly
usually suffer from forgetfulness.

3. Design Requirements and Challenges

An IFADS for the elderly should fulfill four design requirements: high accuracy, automation,
low-cost, and real-time computing. To ensure high accuracy, there should be an accurate and
comprehensive way to detect falls in the elderly and then help the elderly recover well. In addition,
manually monitoring surveillance images is extremely inefficient and slow; so, an automated technique
is needed. Third, the hardware cost should be low. Finally, to help the elderly receive medical care in
time after a fall, the computation time for fall detection should be short. The challenges of designing
such a system are described below.

For image-based methods, the major technical difficulty lies in the fact that it is difficult to detect
a falling person. When a person falls, the person may be obscured by other people or surrounding
objects. As a result, the camera may not see the person or only see parts of the person. On the
other hand, it is very difficult to identify human features when a person falls. Another challenge
is recognizing the posture of the person. Most of the existing surveillance systems do not provide
in-depth information, so it is difficult to recognize the posture from two-dimensional (2D) human
shape information, especially in public areas. Therefore, the accurate detection of a falling person
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is a challenge. For this, we propose a method to track the state of the person continuously. For the
situation where the person is invisible or partially visible, our method can determine a fall by backward
tracking from the last few frames.

Environmental obstacles and similarities in colors are also challenges in correctly determining
that a fall event has occurred. In order to eliminate the effect of environmental obstacles on accuracy,
we use status tracking to evaluate the relationship between the person and environment obstacles.
If the person suddenly disappears from the scope of the surveillance system and his/her previous
status is not leaving the edge of the surveillance area, we consider this situation as a fall event in
which the person is obscured by obstacles. On the other hand, if the person is partially obscured by
obstacles, but he keeps walking and his/her height does not change, we consider this situation as
normal (Please see Section 4.4). In order to address the problem of similarities in colors, we adopted
YOLO, a well-known object detection method, to detect human objects sufficiently. Since YOLO uses
not only color information but also contour information to discover human objects, the effect of color
similarity can be significantly reduced (Please see Section 4.2).

4. Methodology

In this work, we present an IFADS for the elderly to detect a falling person. IFADS can be
easily integrated into existing surveillance systems and web cameras to provide caregivers with
real-time information. IFADS has five functions: object detection, person tracking, person positioning,
posture recognition, and fall detection. In the following subsections, we describe the system architecture
and operating flow (Section 4.1), object detection and person tracking (Section 4.2), person positioning
and posture recognition (Section 4.3), and fall detection (Section 4.4).

4.1. System Architecture and Operating Flow

As it is a complete surveillance system, IFADS is able to detect falls in the elderly by using images
from surveillance cameras in public areas to offer them prompt treatment. In addition to falls during
walking, we focus on falls that occur while sitting down and standing up from a chair, because the two
activities together account for a higher proportion of falls than forward walking.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of IFADS. First, when the person appears on camera, the person
is far from the chair. IFADS recognizes that the person is standing. If the change in the height of
the person’s bounding box is significant, it will further determine whether the person has fallen.
In addition, if the person is beside the chair, since he/she may sit on the chair, IFADS uses the posture
of the person to determine their status. When the person is trying to sit down, their status is in progress.
In addition, if the person sits on the chair, their status is sitting. Since the person may fall while sitting
down or standing up from the chair, IFADS checks if the person is in danger. Finally, if IFADS cannot
detect the person, it will use the person’s previous state to make a decision.
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Figure 1. System architecture of the Image-based FAll Detection System (IFADS).

We adopted the well-known human model [34,35] to determine a body posture. As shown in [35],
the upper portion of the body from the crotch to the head is four head lengths. Also, the lower portion
of the body from the feet to the crotch is four head lengths. The thigh is two head lengths, the knee
is one head length, and the calf is two head lengths. Based on the human model, we take the height
changes while walking to determine the body posture. If the height decreases more than a half of
a head length, the posture is regarded as the starting point of sitting down. In addition, if the person
is falling down or kneeling down, the length below the navel (five head lengths) should reduce by
over half. Therefore, the height will be less than 5.5/8 (= (3 + 2.5)/8) of the original height. Finally,
for the case where the person suddenly disappears from the scope of the surveillance system and
his/her height in the previous frame is less than the average height of standing up and kneeling down
(i.e., 6.5/8 (=(8 + 5.5)/2)), he or she is regarded as falling down.

4.2. Object Detection and Person Tracking

The purpose of object detection and tracking is to identify people in a given video and track their
movement. For this, IFADS first utilizes YOLOv3 [36] to detect the person, the chair, and the bench,
and then uses the object tracking method continuously adaptive mean shift (Camshift) to track the
person continuously. The notations and definitions used in the paper are shown in Table 1. Algorithm
1 shows the steps for object detection. First, IFADS extracts a frame F from a video stream. Second,
since the YOLO network downsamples the input by 32, we fill the image size of F to a multiple of 32.
Third, we load the model parameter of YOLOv3 to detect the object. Fourth, the bounding box Oi is
the result that is detected by the YOLO detector. Finally, for a box Oi, if it detects Oi as the chair or
the bench, it names it Ci. If it detects Oi as the bench, for a bench with no seatback, we consider that
the height of the bench is twice that of a bench with a seatback. Conversely, if IFADS detects Oi as
the person, it names it Pi. However, people may be obscured by the chair or the bench when they are
walking around. Since the location of the chair or bench in a public area, such as a park or a courtyard,
is stable, we set the position and the size of the chair or bench. Since there are usually many people in
public areas, we use the object tracking method called Camshift to track the person in Pi.
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Table 1. List of notations and definitions.

Notation Definition

F Extracted current frame from the video stream.
F′ Extracted latest frame from the video stream.
f ps Frames per sec ond.
H Hue image of F’.
TN The current time.
TL The last time when it detected the chair.
Oi The bounding box of the ith object’s detection result.
f id The number of frames extracted from the video stream.
f idN The number of the last frame when the person was near the chair.
f idP The number of the last frame when it detected the person.
f idC The number of the frame when the person is obscured.
Ci The bounding box of the ith chair.
Cn The chair that is the nearest chair to the ith person.
Pi The bounding box of the ith person in the current frame.
Pi The bounding box of the ith person’s tracking result.
PN

i The latest bounding box of the ith person when he is near the chair.
PP

i The latest bounding box of the ith person when it detects the person.
PS

i The bounding box of the ith person before 1.5 s.
Pi, f id The bounding box of the ith person in the f idth frame.
Pi, f id

H The hue images of the Pi, f id area in H.
Dx The horizontal distance from P to C.
Dy The vertical distance from P to C.
D·Cy The vertical distance from P· center to C·center.
Bi The ith binary back projection images of each Pi, f id

H .
Mi Boolean, true while it detects the ith person in the current frame.
Mi, f id Boolean, true while it detects the ith person in the f idth frame.
Si The state of the ith person in the current frame.
Si, f id The state of the ith person in the f idth frame.

For person tracking, we use Camshift to track the person and ensure that he/she still appears
in the next frame. Algorithm 2 shows the steps of person tracking. First, we convert the latest frame
F′ from the Red, Green and Blue (RGB) color space to the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space
and then extract the hue histogram in the HSV color space. The obtained image is called H, the hue
histogram of F′. Next, we extract a specific hue histogram Pi, f id−1

H in each area of Pi, f id−1 in H.
We then use the Back Projection function in Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) [37] to obtain
the back projection of each Pi, f id−1

H in H; then, we can find similar features in the image. To reduce
the noise, we enhance the back projection images and the human reigns. For this, we convert the
back projection images into a binary scale and perform the Erosion and Dilation OpenCV function.
The obtained binary back projection images are called Bi. Then, we take Pi, f id−1 and Bi as input to
perform Camshift, which is a widely used object tracking method. The main idea of mean shift is as
follows: given a tracking window that contains a set of points, such as back projection images, mean
shift will move the tracking window that contains the most points. The obtained bounding box of
person tracking is Pi. If the center of Pi is in the bounding box of that person Pi, then we ensure that
the person still appears in the frame. If it cannot find the person, then it executes fall detection.
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Algorithm 1 Object detection

Input: F
Output: Ci, Pi, f id
1. F = Extract (video streaming)
2. Fill the image size of F to a multiple of 32
3. Load YOLOv3 model parameter
4. Oi ← YOLO detector (F)
5. for all Oi do
6. if TL = 0 then
7. if Oi·class_name = Chair then
8. Ci ← Oi
9. else if Oi·class_name = Bench then
10. Ci ← Oi
11. Ci·height = 2 * Ci·height
12. Ci·top = Ci·top + Ci·height
13. if Oi·class_name = Person then
14. Pi, f id ← Oi

15. end for
16. TL ← TN

Algorithm 2 Person tracking

Input: F′, Pi, f id
Output: Pi
1. H← GetHue (Convert F′ from RGB to HSV)
2. for all Pi, f id−1 do
3. Pi, f id−1

H ← Get Pi, f id−1 area hue in H
4. end for
5. Bi = Back projection (Pi, f id−1

H , H)
6. Bi = Convert to binary (Bi)
7. Bi = Erosion (Bi)
8. Bi = Dilation (Bi)
9. for all Pi, f id−1 do
10. Pi ← Camshift (Pi, f id−1,Bi)
11. Mi, f id = false
12. for all Pi, f id−1 do
13. if (Pi·center in Pi) then
14. Mi, f id = true
15. Break
16. end for
17. if (Mi, f id = false) then
18. Execute fall detection
19. end for

4.3. Person Positioning and Posture Recognition

Algorithm 3 shows the steps of person positioning. For each person in the frame, we pair the
person and the chair nearest to the person by computing the distance between the person and the
chair. If the horizontal distance Dx from P to C is less than or equal to twice the width of the person’s
bounding box and the vertical distance Dy from P to C is less than or equal to half the height of the
chair’s bounding box, we consider that the person is near the chair. Otherwise, we consider that the
person is far from the chair. Figure 2 shows the flow of the state when the person is far from the chair.
If the person is far from the chair, IFADS detects falls while they are walking. In addition, if Dx is less
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than or equal to half the width of the person’s bounding box, we consider that the person is beside the
chair. Otherwise, we consider that the person is near the chair. When the person is beside the chair,
since the elderly usually fall when they try to sit down on, or stand up from, a chair, IFADS executes
posture recognition.

Algorithm 3 Person positioning

Input: Ci, Pi
Output: Cn, Si
1. for all Pi do
2. for all Ci do
3. if (j = 1) then
4. Cn ← Cj
5. else

6. if (
(

Pi·X− Cj·X
)2

+
(

Pi·Y− Cj·Y
)2
≤ (Pi·X− Cn·X)2 + (Pi·Y− Cn·Y)2) then

7. Cn ← Cj
8. end for
9. if (Dx ≤ 2 ∗ Pi·W) and (Dy ≤ 1/2 ∗ Cn·H) then
10. Si ← Near the chair
11. if (Dx ≤ 1/2 ∗ Pi·W) then
12. Si ← Beside the chair
13. Execute posture recognition
14. else
15. Si ← Far from the chair
16 Execute fall detection
17. end for
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Algorithm 4 shows the steps of the posture recognition pre-progress. When we execute posture
recognition, we need the latest height of the person PN

i when the person is near the chair. The height is
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the most objective height, since the person and the chair are on the same horizontal plane, instead of
subject to the effect of the angle of the camera or the distance from the camera.

Algorithm 4 Posture recognition pre-progress

Input : Pi, f id,Si, f id, f id
Output : PN

i
1. for f idN = f id to 0 do
2. if (Si, f idN = Near the chair) then
3. PN

i ← Pi, f idN

4. return PN
i

5. end for

Algorithm 5 shows the steps of posture recognition (between in progress and beside the chair).
First, we execute posture recognition pre-progress to obtain the bounding box of person PN

i when
the person is near the chair. If the state of the person in the latest frame Si, f id−1 is beside the chair,
then IFADS detects the posture of the person by comparing the height of PN

i and Pi. We adopt the idea
of some specialists that the body height equals eight heads [34]. Since a person bending his/her leg is
almost 7.5/8 times the height of the person, if the height of the person’s bounding box in the current
frame Pi is less than or equal to 7.5/8 times the height of the person’s bounding box PN

i , we consider
that the person is not standing completely. Conversely, if the state of the person in the latest frame
Si, f id−1 is in progress, and if the height of the person’s bounding box in the current frame is more than
7.5/8 times the height of the person’s bounding box PN

i , then we consider that the person is standing
completely. Figure 3 shows the flow of the state when the person is near or beside the chair.

Algorithm 5 Posture recognition (between in progress and beside the chair)

Input: Pi, Si, f id, PB
i

Output: Si
1. Execute posture recognition pre-progress ( f id)
2. if (Si, f id−1 = Beside the chair) then
3. if (Pi·height ≤ 7.5/8 ∗ PN

i ·height) then
4. Si ← In progress
5. else if (Si, f id−1 = In progress)
6. if (Pi·height > 7.5/8 ∗ PN

i ·height) then
7. Si ← Beside the chair
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Algorithm 6 shows the steps of posture recognition (in progress, sitting, and in danger). First,
we execute posture recognition pre-progress to obtain the bounding box of person PN

i when the person
is near the chair. If the state of the person in the latest frame Si, f id−1 is in progress, sitting, or in danger,
we recognize the posture of the person. Since, when a person is sitting, the top of the person should be
higher than the top of the chair, if the top of the person is lower than the top of the chair, we consider
that the person is in danger and execute fall detection. Conversely, if the top of the person is higher
than the top of the chair, since the center of Cn is the center of the faceplate of the chair, if the center of
Cn is in Pi, it means that the person is in the process of sitting down on or standing up from the chair.
On the other hand, since the center of Pi is the waist, if the center of Pi is in Cn, it means that the person
is trying to sit on the chair. Even if the person falls, he/she can still sit on the chair. If the distance
from the center of Pi to the center of Cn is more than half the height of Cn, it means that the person is
not sitting on the chair. Finally, if the person is sitting correctly, the person should keep his/her back
straight and bend their knees about 90 degrees. That height is about 7/8 times the height of the person
when he/she is standing. If the height of the person’s bounding box in the current frame Pi is less than
or equal to 7/8 times the height of the person’s bounding box PN

i , then we consider that the person is
sitting. Figure 4 shows the flow of the state when the person is sitting, in progress, or in danger. If the
person is in danger or if IFADS cannot detect the person, it executes fall detection.

Algorithm 6 Posture recognition (between in progress, sitting, and in danger)

Input: Pi, Si, f id, PB
i

Output: Si
1. Execute posture recognition pre-progress ( f id)
2. if (Si, f id−1 = In progress) or (Si, f id−1 = Sitting) or (Si, f id−1 = In danger) then
3. if (Pi·top higher than Cn·top) then
4. if (Pi·center in Cn) and (Cn·center in Pi) then
5. if (D·Cy ≤ 1/2 ∗ Cn·height) then
6. if (Pi·height ≤ 7/8 ∗ PB

i ·height) then
7. Si ← Sitting
8. else
9. Si ← In progress
10. else
11. Si ← In progress
12. else
13. Si ← In progress
14. else
15. Si ← In danger
16. Execute fall detection
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Since the person may be obscured by other objects, we recognize whether the person is obscured by
other objects. Algorithm 7 shows the steps of posture recognition (obscured). The current surveillance
camera can record at least five frames per second, and the person’s height cannot change significantly
within 0.2 s. Thus, if the height of the person is less than or equal to half the height in the last frame,
we consider that the person is obscured. Conversely, if the state of the person is obscured in the last
frame, but the height of Pi is higher than the height of Pi, f idC−1 that is not obscured by other objects,
we consider that the person is not obscured by objects.

Algorithm 7 Posture recognition (obscured)

Input: Pi, Si, f id
Output: Si
1. if (Si, f id−1 != Obscured) and (Si, f id−1 != Falling) then
2. if (Pi·height ≤ 1/2 ∗ Pi, f id−1·height) then
3. Si ← Obscured
4. f idC ← f id
5. else
6. if (Pi·height ≥ Pi, f idC−1·height) then
7. Si ← Si, f idC−1

4.4. Fall Detection

Algorithm 8 shows the steps of fall detection. If IFADS can detect the person, we detect the fall
by the previous state of the person. If the state of the person in the latest frame is standing, it means
that the person falls while walking. We obtain the bounding box of the person PS

i . Since a person
usually falls within 1.5 s, the person’s height 1.5 s before is the normal height of the person. If the
person falls and is unable to stand up, the maximum of the person’s height is similar to his/her height
when he/she is doing a heel sit. Because a person bends his/her thigh and shank when he/she does
a heel sit, the height of the person is about 6/8 times the height of the person when he/she is standing.
Unlike when doing a heel sit, when a person falls, because he/she feels pain, the person bends his/her
back instead of keeping his/her back straight, resulting in a difference of about one half of a head in
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height. As mentioned above, if the height of the person is less than or equal to 5.5/8 times the height
1.5 s before, we consider that the person falls. Conversely, if the state of the person in the latest frame
is in danger, it means the person is beside the chair, trying to sit down on or stand up from the chair.
For that, we obtain the bounding box of the person PB

i when the person is near the chair by posture
recognition pre-progress. If the height of the person is less than or equal to 5.5/8 times the height
when the person is beside the chair, we likewise consider that the person falls. Conversely, if IFADS
cannot detect the person, it executes fall detection for the missing person to detect a fall. Then, if the
person remains in the fallen state for more than 3 s, IFADS triggers the alarm.

Algorithm 8 Fall detection

Input: f id, Pi, Pi, f id, Mi , Si, f id, PB
i

Output: Si
1. if (Mi = true) then
2. if (Si, f id−1 = Standing) then
3. PS

i ← Pi, f id− f ps∗1.5

4. if (5.5/8 ∗ PS
i ·height ≥ Pi·height) then

5. Si ← Falling
6. else if (Si, f id−1 = In danger) then
7. Execute posture recognition pre-progress ( f id)
8. if (5.5/8 ∗ PB

i ·height ≥ Pi·height) then
9. Si ← Falling
10. Else
11. Execute fall detection for missing person
12. if (Si= Falling more than 3 s) then
13. Trigger alarm

When IFADS cannot detect the person, it executes fall detection to detect a fall. Before fall detection,
we need to obtain the latest bounding box of the missing person in the previous frame. Algorithm 9
shows the steps of fall detection for a missing person pre-progress. From the current frame to the first
frame, we find the latest frame when IFADS detects the person. If IFADS finds the person, it returns
the person’s bounding box PP

i and the number of that frame f idN .

Algorithm 9 Fall detection for a missing person pre-progress

Input: f id, Mi, f id
Output: PP

i , f idP

1. for f idN = f id to 0 do
2. if Mi, f id = true then
3. PP

i ← Pi, f idP

4. return PP
i , f idP

5. end for

Algorithm 10 shows the steps of fall detection for a missing person. First, we obtain the bounding
box of the person PP

i from when IFADS detected the missing person the last time to evaluate whether
the person fell. If the state of the person is far from the chair or near the chair, it means that the person
may have fallen while walking. If the person cannot be detected, we cannot obtain the height of the
person’s bounding box. Thus, if the person’s height in the f idP frame is less than or equal to the average
of the height of standing and falling, we consider that the person may have fallen. As mentioned
above, if the height of the person in the f idP frame is less than or equal to 6.75/8 times the height
1.5 s before the f idP frame, we consider that the person may have fallen. Conversely, if the state of
the person in the f idP frame is beside the chair, sitting, in progress, or in danger, it means that the
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person may have fallen while sitting down on or standing up from the chair. We likewise obtain the
height of the person when he/she is near the chair by posture recognition pre-progress. Similarly,
if the height of PP

i is less than or equal to 6.75/8 (the average of 1 and 5.5/8) times the height when
he/she is near the chair, we consider that the person may have fallen. If the state of the person in f idP

is falling, we consider that the person remains in the state of falling. Figure 5 shows the flow of fall
detection when the person’s state is in danger or missing.

Algorithm 10 Fall detection for missing person

Input: f id, Pi, f id, Si, f id
Output: Si
1. Execute fall detection for missing person pre-progress ( f id)
2. if (Si, f idN = Far from the chair or Near the chair) then
3. PS

i ← Pi, f idP− f ps∗1.5

4. if (6.75/8 ∗ PS
i ·height ≥ PP

i ·height)
5. Si ← Falling
6. else if (Si, f idN = Beside the chair or Sitting or In progress or In danger) then
7. Execute posture recognition pre-progress ( f idP)
8. if (6.75/8 ∗ PB

i ·height ≥ PP
i ·height)

9. Si ← Falling
10. else if (Si, f idN = Falling)
11. Si ← Falling
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5. Experiment

5.1. Experimental Setup

In order to investigate the effectiveness of IFADS, we not only simulated different fall scenarios,
but also adopted YouTube and Giphy videos that captured real falls. In the simulated fall scenarios
and the falls captured in YouTube and Giphy videos, we conducted experiments with different
environments, rotation angles of the fall, and perspectives to verify the accuracy of IFADS. In addition,
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the falls captured in YouTube and Giphy videos were multiple-person and multiple-chair scenarios to
prove that IFADS can be used in existing surveillance systems.

5.2. Test Cases: Common Situation

For the common situation, there are three tests. There are 23 cases in each test, including 9 non-fall
cases and 14 fall cases. Case 1 to Case 4 in the non-fall cases are walking cases to verify that IFADS
does not detect a fall while the tester is walking. Figure 6 shows the illustration of the walking cases.
Case 1 and Case 2 both show that the tester walks across behind the chair, and the tester is far from the
chair in Case 1 and near the chair in Case 2. Case 3 and Case 4 are both situations where the tester
walks across in front of the chair, and the tester is far from the chair in Case 3 and near the chair in
Case 4. On the other hand, Case 5 to Case 9 in the non-fall cases are sitting cases to verify that IFADS
does not detect a fall while the tester is sitting with any rotation angle. Figure 7 shows the illustration
of the sitting cases. Cases 5, 6, and 7 are the situations where the tester faces the chair, walks to the
chair, sits, and then stands up and walks away. The difference between these cases is that the tester has
his/her back to the chair, faces the camera, and turns his/her back to the camera while sitting in Cases
5, 6, and 7, respectively. Case 8 is the situation where the tester walks to the chair with his/her back to
the camera, sits, and then stands up and walks away. Case 9 is the situation where the tester walks
to the chair while facing the camera, sits, and then stands up and walks away. From Case 10 to Case
23, there are 14 fall cases. Figure 8 shows the illustration of the fall cases. From Case 10 to Case 16,
the tester falls when he/she tries to sit on the chair, and from Case 17 to Case 23, the tester falls when
he/she tries to stand up from the chair. The difference between these cases is that the rotation angle of
the fall is different. Figure 9 shows the different rotation angles of the fall. The purpose of these fall
cases is to verify that IFADS can detect falls with different rotation angles and different postures.
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For the experiment, first, we mark the chair purple. As Table 2 shows, we mark the testers
in different colors to distinguish between the different postures of the testers. Figure 10 shows the
remaining results of the common situation. Since the tester usually walks across (in front of or behind)
the chair instead of sitting on the chair when he/she finds that there is a chair, from Case 1 to Case
4 in Figure 10, we test when the tester walks across (in front of or behind) the chair and does not sit
down from a different perspective. In addition, the tester walks a different distance from the tester to
the chair and takes a different route. As the tester’s height does not change significantly within 1.5 s,
IFADS does not detect a fall. From Case 5 to Case 9, we test when the tester walks, sits on the chair,
stands up from the chair, and leaves with a different rotation angle of sitting. Since the top of the tester
remains higher than the top of the chair, IFADS does not detect a fall. From Case 5 to Case 8, IFADS
accurately recognizes the posture of the tester as sitting. IFADS recognizes the posture of the tester as
in progress in Case 9, because the tester does not sit at the center of the chair’s faceplate. However,
if an elderly person sits at the end of a chair, he/she may slide out from the chair easily. Then, we test
when the tester falls off the chair while sitting with a different rotation angle of the fall from Case 10 to
Case 16, and test when the tester falls off the chair while standing up from the chair in other cases.
IFADS detects the fall accurately in these cases. In Cases 10, 21, 22, and 23, IFADS cannot detect the
tester, because the falling tester’s human features disappear from the frame, but IFADS can still detect
the fall because of the state tracking.

Table 2. List of colors and definitions.

Color. Definition

Blue The person’s state is far from the chair.
Sky blue The person’s state is near the chair.
Yellow The person’s state is beside the chair.
Orange The person’s state is in progress.
Green The person’s state is sitting on the chair.
Red The person’s state is falling.
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Among these cases, the color of the tester’s clothes may cause a fault in IFADS detection, because if
the color of the clothes is similar to the color of the chair, the height of the tester that IFADS detects
may be wrong. On the other hand, the height ratio of the tester to the chair may cause a fault in IFADS
detection, because if the person falls, the top of the tester may be higher than the chair. For that, we test
the effect of the colors and the effect of the person–chair ratio on the accuracy.

Figure 11 shows the test results of the effect of the colors on the accuracy. In all test cases, IFADS
detects correctly. However, in Cases 12, 13, 15, 16, 19, and 23 in Figure 11, the tester cannot be detected.
In Cases 12, 15, and 19, the tester cannot be detected due to having a falling posture. In Case 13,
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the color of the tester’s clothes is similar to the color of the chair, so IFADS cannot detect the tester.
In Cases 16 and 23, IFADS cannot detect the tester or the tester’s posture, and it is too difficult to
find the human features, as the tester is obscured by the chair. In Case 20, the height of the tester’s
bounding box is not detected properly, since the colors of the tester’s clothes and hair are similar to the
color of the chair. Even if the height is not detected properly, IFADS can detect the fall, because the top
of the tester’s bounding box is lower than the top of the chair, and the height is the same as the fall
while the tester is sitting on the floor.
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Figure 12 shows the test results of the effect of the person–chair ratio on the accuracy. For all tests,
IFADS detects correctly. The tester in Figure 12 is 0.15 m higher than the tester in Figure 10, and the
chair in Figure 12 is 0.1 m lower than the chair in Figure 10. As mentioned above, the height ratio of
the tester to the chair for Figure 10 is 1.74, and the height ratio of the tester to the chair for Figure 12 is
2.12. In all test cases, since IFADS detects the change in the person’s state, it can detect correctly even if
the tester cannot be detected, because the human features of the falling tester cannot be found in Cases
14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, and 23. In Cases 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, and 23, IFADS cannot detect the testers,
because some of the testers’ features are obscured by the chair. Moreover, the falling posture cannot be
detected in Case 17. In Cases 20 and 23, IFADS cannot detect the tester, because the tester’s posture is
too difficult to detect and the tester’s human features are obscured by the chair. In all fall cases, IFADS
can detect the fall even if the person is higher than twice the height of the chair.
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5.3. Test Cases: Other Situations

For the other situations, there are three tests: sitting on a bench with no seatback, squatting,
and a high-angle shot. Apart from when lying on the floor, the top of the person is still higher than the
top of the bench with no seatback. For that, if IFADS detects the object as the bench, then it considers
the height of the bench as twice that. Then, we test when the tester is sitting on the bench with no
seatback, and falls off the bench with no seatback, while sitting on the bench and standing up from the
bench. Figure 13 shows the results of the bench with no seatback. In Case 1, the tester walks to the
bench, sits down, and walks away. In Case 2, the tester walks to the bench, sits down, and falls while
sitting down. In Case 3, the tester walks to the bench, sits, and falls while standing up from the bench.
The results in Figure 13 show that IFADS detects correctly even with a bench with no seatback.
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Squatting may cause a fault in IFADS detection. Figure 14 shows the illustration of the squatting
cases. We test when the tester squats when far from the chair and when beside the chair for more
than 3 s. Case 1 and Case 2 both show that the tester squats when far from the chair; the tester has
his/her back to the camera in Case 1, and faces the camera in Case 2. Case 3 to Case 7 all show that the
tester squats. Both Case 3 and Case 4 show that the tester squats when beside the chair; the tester has
his/her back to the camera in Case 3, and faces the camera in Case 4. The tester squats in front of the
chair, behind the chair, and while facing the chair in Cases 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Figure 15 shows
the results of the squatting test cases. In Case 1 and Case 2, a fall is detected, since the height of the
tester is less than 5.5/8 times the tester’s height 1.5 s before and the tester maintains the state for more
than 3 s. In the other cases in Figure 15, the tester squats when beside the chair. The tester is detected
as a falling person in Case 3 and Case 7, since he bends his back more. The tester is not detected as
a falling person in the other cases, since he keeps his back straight more. As mentioned, squatting may
cause a fault in IFADS detection. However, it is dangerous for the elderly to squat for more than 3 s,
since the elderly face muscle loss.

For a high-angle shot, the tester may cause a fault in IFADS detection, since the height of the
person that IFADS detects may be wrong. Figure 16 shows the illustration of the difference between the
common situation and a high-angle shot. We test when the tester walks across (in front of or behind)
the chair, sits on the chair, and falls. Figure 17 shows the test results of the high-angle shot. IFADS
detects the fall correctly, because it detects the fall by the change of the person’s height and state.
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5.4. Case Study

In order to further investigate the effectiveness of IFADS, we conducted 16 case studies of videos
from YouTube and Giphy that captured real falls.

Figure 18 shows the results of the case studies for when a person falls while sitting. From Case
8 to Case 16, the person falls while walking. Case 1 [38] shows a man who walks to a chair and sits
on the chair. However, when he sits and relies on the seatback, the seatback is broken, so he falls and
his human features are lost from the frame while he is falling. Case 2 [39] shows that when an elderly
man tries to sit on a wheelchair, the wheelchair is moving, so the elderly man falls. Since the elderly
man is obscured by the bed, the elderly man cannot be detected. Case 3 to Case 7 [40] are multi-person
and multi-chair situations. In Case 3, a man tries to sit but falls from a chair, and his body is obscured
by other chairs. In Cases 4 and 5, a man falls from a chair. In Case 6, a man falls from a chair and is
obscured by a table and another person. In Case 7, a man falls from a chair in a library.
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Figure 19 shows the results of the case studies for when a person falls while walking. In Case
1 [41], a woman falls over on the street. In Case 2 [42], a man slips on the road when the road is wet.
In Case 3 and Case 4 [42], an adult and a child slip on the ice. In Case 5 [43], an elderly man tries to use
the walking aid and falls down. In Case 6 [44], an old man falls when his pet dog runs around him
and trips him with a leash. In Case 7 [45], an elderly man falls because he feels dizzy. In Case 8 [46],
shows an old woman runs along a corridor and hits an object, which makes her fall. In Case 9 [47],
a man falls over while the floor is wet. In summary, IFADS detects the falls from all of these case study
videos. In these cases, IFADS is proven to be a practical solution to help caregivers quickly identify
falling people in public areas.
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5.5. Performance Comparison

We compare IFADS with the method that Diraco et al. [6] has proposed, which is the most intuitive
method. The method detects falls by the distance of the human centroid from the floor plane, and the
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authors consider that 0.4 m provides the best choice reduce false alarms. Thus, we recognize falls
when the distance of the tester’s centroid from the floor plane is less than 0.4 m manually. We test the
method without using the video case studies, since we cannot know the real height of the people in the
videos. Table 3 shows the results of that method. A true positive (TP) outcome occurs when the method
correctly detects a fall case. A false positive (FP) outcome occurs when the method creates a false
alarm. A false negative (FN) outcome occurs when the method misses a fall case. A true negative (TN)
outcome occurs when the method correctly detects a non-fall case. When the tester falls while sitting
down or trying to stand up, as in Case 10 to Case 16 in the common situation, and when the tester
keeps his back straight or does not look down, it is difficult for the method to detect a fall. If the tester
is taller than 180 cm, it is more difficult to detect a fall. On the other hand, if the person falls while
standing up from a chair, as in Case 17 to Case 23 in the common situation, the method is likely to
detect the fall.

Table 3. The results from the method [6].

Actual: Fall Actual: Non-Fall

Predicted: Fall 27 (TP) 0 (FP) Precision = 27/27 = 100%

Predicted: Non-fall 19 (FN) 37 (TN) -

Recall = 27/46 = 58.70% - Accuracy = 64/83 = 77.11%

TP, true positive; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative.

In addition, as the existing image-based method detects falls by recognizing the posture of the
person in the current frame, we compare IFADS with the machine learning method. We consider
that the method cannot detect a fall when the method cannot detect the person. As Figure 20 shows,
the person may be unable to be detected or may be detected as another object. Thus, we adopted the
TensorFlow object detection application programming interface (API) [48], which contains various
models and neural networks (e.g., single shot detector (SSD) [49], MobileNet [50], region-based
convolutional neural network (faster_RCNN) [51], inception [52], region-based fully convolutional
networks (RFCN) [53], resnet101 (deep residual network) [54], and neural architecture search (NAS) [55])
to detect objects. IFADS adopts YOLO to detect falls. Table 4 shows the results of a falling person detected
by the machine learning methods. In the fall cases, YOLO and ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco are faster than the
other models, but the accuracy is only up to 59.7%. The accuracy of faster_RCNN_inception_v2_coco,
RFCN_resnet101_coco, and faster_RCNN_NAS is up to 80.6%; however, they spend at least 10.03 s
per frame, so they should not be adopted in real time. In summary, as Table 3 shows, the recall of the
method that was proposed by Diraco et al. [6] was only 58.70%. Their method did not perform well
in detecting falls while sitting down due to the poor prediction. Also, their method cannot identify
the relationship between the person and environmental objects and may lead to an inaccurate result.
Further, multiple cameras are required to determine the status of a walking person. As Table 4 shows,
although YOLO and ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco can complete the computation quickly (0.13 s and 6.22 s,
respectively), the accuracy was very low. Other methods, such as faster_RCNN_inception_v2_coco,
RFCN_resnet101_coco, and faster_RCNN_NAS, can achieve a higher accuracy but require a longer
computation time. Compared with the above-mentioned methods, IFADS performed better in detecting
falls that occur while forward walking, sitting down, and standing up. IFADS can be used by not only
nursing homes but also hospitals to improve the quality of health care facilities.
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Table 4. The results of a falling person detected by the machine learning methods.

Model Name Time Success Cases Fall Cases Accuracy

IFADS 0.13 s 62 62 100%
YOLO 0.12 s 37 62 59.7%

ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco 6.22 s 25 62 40.3%
faster_RCNN_inception_v2_coco 10.03 s 44 62 71.0%

RFCN_resnet101_coco 18.73 s 50 62 80.6%
faster_RCNN_NAS 26.01 s 47 62 75.8%
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Figure 20. (a) The person is unable to be detected; (b) The person is detected as another object.

In conclusion, we analyzed the accuracy of IFADS with a total of 99 videos (83 test videos and 16
real videos).

Table 5 shows that, although IFADS creates four false alarms, it does not miss any fall cases.
The four false alarms occurred because the tester squatted for more than 3 s; however, it is dangerous
for the elderly to squat for more than 3 s. The precision was found to be 93.94%, and the recall was
found to be 100%. In conclusion, the accuracy of IFADS is 95.96%. We have proven IFADS to be
a practical solution to help caregivers, security staff, and responders quickly detect falls.

Table 5. Experimental results.

Actual: Fall Actual: Non-Fall

Predicted: Fall 62 (TP) 4 (FP) Precision = 62/66 = 93.94%

Predicted: Non-fall 0 (FN) 33 (TN) -

Recall = 62/62 = 100% - Accuracy = 95/99 = 95.96%

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the IFADS method to detect falls in the elderly using videos from
surveillance systems or webcams. Given a video, IFADS can track a person, position the person based
on the relationship between the person and the chair, recognize the person’s posture by the change
in the person’s state and his/her position, and finally determine whether the person falls. We used
99 videos to test IFADS, and its accuracy was 95.96%. IFADS can be easily integrated into existing
surveillance systems or webcams to help caregivers and security staff quickly detect falls. As a result,
IFADS can be used by nursing homes to improve the quality of residential care facilities. In the future,
we plan to extend IFADS to other scenarios, such as falling while picking something up from the
ground and falling while getting out of bed.
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